Barriers to Adult Cochlear Implant Care in the United States: An Analysis of Health Care Delivery
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ABSTRACT

Persistent underutilization of cochlear implants (CIs) in the United States is in part a reflection of a lack of hearing health knowledge and the complexities of care delivery in the treatment of sensorineural hearing loss. An evaluation of the patient experience through the CI health care delivery process systematically exposes barriers that must be overcome to undergo treatment for moderate-to-severe hearing loss. This review analyzes patient-facing obstacles including diagnosis of hearing loss, CI candidate identification and referral to surgeon, CI evaluation and candidacy criteria interpretation, and lastly CI surgery and rehabilitation. Pervasive throughout the process are several themes which demand attention in addressing inequities in hearing health disparities in the United States.
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Although increasingly associated with significant health and socioeconomic ramifications, hearing loss remains one of the most undertreated disabilities in the United States.1,2 Within the hearing-impaired population, approximately 1.3 million individuals are estimated to meet cochlear implant (CI) candidacy under traditional bilateral severe-to-profound sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) criteria, though treatment with cochlear implantation among the candidate population is far from routine practice. Estimates of CI prevalence among the candidate population in the United States vary, ranging from 2.1 to 12.7%; however, even optimistic assessments utilizing more stringent candidacy criteria reflect a low
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prevalence. Despite growing recognition of the underutilization of CIs in the last decade, recent estimates suggest nearly flat prevalence curves without substantial growth of the percentage of implanted individuals within the CI candidate cohort.3

Poor CI utilization in part reflects the lack of widespread hearing health knowledge and the complexities of care delivery in the treatment of SNHL. From a patient perspective, the process that spans diagnosis of hearing loss to rehabilitation involves a spectrum of individual, locoregional, and systemic barriers which can discourage appropriate referral and treatment.15,16 An evaluation of the patient experience via a detailed analysis of the hearing health care delivery model can systematically expose the barriers associated with each aspect of the CI care delivery process (Fig. 1). While the barriers that patients encounter vary on an individual basis, this review broadly describes major barriers to adult CI care in the United States from the patient perspective.

THE COCHLEAR IMPLANT PROCESS

Diagnosis and Screening of Hearing Loss
The initial obstacle patients must overcome in the cochlear implantation pathway is receiving an accurate diagnosis that identifies them as a potential candidate. Several studies have demonstrated that patients oftentimes wait for years with qualifying hearing loss prior to undergoing cochlear implantation.9,17,18 In a multicenter trial across 14 institutions in the United States, patients’ average duration of severe-to-profound SNHL exceeded 10 years.17 Recent studies characterizing the audiometric profiles of CI recipients at large CI centers corroborate this claim, showing most modern CI recipients experience years of qualifying hearing loss resulting in average scores between 10 and 15% correct on consonant–nucleus–consonant (CNC) word and AzBio sentence testing with pure-tone averages (PTAs) around 90 dB on initial CI evaluation.9,18 Unfortunately, patients’ delay in diagnosis leads to excess years lived with unnecessarily severe hearing disability while also negatively influencing device performance outcomes, as duration of deafness and preoperative speech recognition scores represent some of the few consistent predictors of postoperative audiometric outcomes.19,20

Several patient factors influence the observed delay in diagnosis. Behind the general lack of awareness surrounding cochlear implantation, there exists an overarching, poor appreciation for hearing loss as a disease that requires treatment among the general patient populace.21–23 Often accepted as an inevitable sequela of senescence, the lacking literacy

Figure 1  Cochlear implant process map. This process map outlines one simplified variation of the steps necessary to undergo cochlear implantation for a candidate patient who self-identifies hearing loss. Solid boxes represent an appointment, and dashed boxes represent events that need to occur prior to the next appointment. In this typical example, the patient must attend 15 appointments from initial diagnosis of hearing loss to completion of 1 year of postoperative programming. HL, hearing loss; PCP, primary care physician; SNHL, sensorineural hearing loss; HA, hearing aid; CI, cochlear implant; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
regarding negative long-term health outcomes provides little impetus for most patients to actively seek treatment. In a 2014 National Health Interview Survey of 40.3 million adults with self-reported hearing loss, 12.9 million (32%) had never seen a health care professional regarding their hearing loss, and more than 11 million (28%) had never previously undergone formal audiometric testing. Moreover, patients’ self-reported hearing loss often underestimates the true severity of their disability, thus rendering the likelihood of patients drawing attention to their hearing loss during a short visit with their primary care provider even more remote. Sociodemographic factors, such as patient’s age and race, also appear to influence the likelihood of referral for CI evaluation and implantation. For instance, elderly patients have been shown to be less likely to receive a CI despite meeting audiometric criteria, and non-white patients could be as much as six times less likely to undergo cochlear implantation per year of hearing loss compared with patients self-identifying as white. Taken together, multiple patient-related factors influence their likelihood of voluntarily drawing attention to an untreated or inadequately treated hearing disability within routine health care encounters with primary care providers.

Frontline providers’ limited familiarity with hearing norms and indications for cochlear implantation further compounds the challenge of identifying disabling hearing loss within a short office visit. Unlike the widely adopted and equally successful screening for newborn hearing loss, there exists no institutionalized screening program for adults at most centers in the United States. Unfortunately, it is estimated that only 15% of frontline providers actively screen for hearing loss during routine clinical encounters. As a consequence, only 3% of CI recipients report receiving their initial referral by their primary care provider. Despite the aforementioned limitations of self-reported hearing loss among patients, the most recent United States Preventative Services Task Force statement could not recommend routine screening in adults not complaining of subjective hearing loss due to insufficient evidence of benefit. In the absence of institutionalized screening programs, patients oftentimes do not receive referrals to audiology practices for testing. Moreover, audiology practices are seldom linked to primary care offices, and although available, there exists limited use of remote, app-based assessment of patients’ hearing to date. Practically, the requirement for referral introduces travel and health care reimbursement limitations to patients with disabling hearing loss being correctly identified. Lastly, in the event the patient is not referred to a CI center by the audiologist, it is improbable that the frontline provider possesses adequate training to allow for interpretation and resultant referral based on the obtained audiometric data.

Potential Candidate Identification and Referral to Surgeon

Reflective of misconceptions and variable practice patterns even amidst general otolaryngologists, among those with a diagnosis of severe-to-profound SNHL, few patients are referred to CI surgeons for CI evaluation. Recognition of potential CI candidacy and appropriate referral to a CI surgeon comprise the next, and arguably most substantial, set of barriers for patients with significant hearing impairment. While the factors influencing candidate identification and referrals are numerous, misconceptions of evolving CI candidacy criteria drive medical decision-making even among audiologists and general otolaryngologists. Despite major technological and surgical advances that have led to the expansion of CI criteria to additionally include those with moderate and asymmetric SNHL, the implementation of expanded criteria in the clinical setting remains highly variable across CI otolaryngology and audiology practices. Surveys of general practice audiologists underscore this point, as most audiologists report seeing and referring fewer CI candidates in their practice than would be expected based on the prevalence of severe-to-profound SNHL among patients evaluated in an audiology clinic. Remarkably, only 3% of all patients with moderate-to-profound SNHL are referred for CI evaluation. Despite expanded CI criteria, Holder et al demonstrated that even at a progressive, high-volume academic center, patients who underwent CI
had an average CNC score of 10% and PTA of 89 dB, suggesting significant delayed treatment effect. In total, although CI criteria have expanded, referrals for CI evaluation in patients with severe-to-profound SNHL are not routine practice, let alone in patients with asymmetric or moderate SNHL.

Indicative of the complexities of evolving CI candidacy criteria, there exist no definitive audiogram-based referral criteria for potential candidates to undergo CI evaluation. Few studies have evaluated the value and accuracy of routine audiometry using PTA thresholds and monosyllabic word recognition testing in predicting CI candidacy. Gubbels et al presented a range of PTA values and word recognition scores and associated positive predictive values for meeting CI candidacy based on varying insurance criteria. While this study demonstrated a predictive association between routine audiometric measures and CI candidacy as 86% of patients with word recognition scores less than 33% met CI candidacy criteria on further evaluation, it did not recommend specific thresholds for audiometric CI candidacy screening. In an effort to present simplified audiometric criteria optimized for a CI candidacy screening process, Zwolan et al presented the “60/60 Guideline” for referring adults with Medicare insurance for CI evaluation, which reached sensitivity and specificity rates of 96 and 66%, respectively. Unique to the CI field and critical to the development of effective referral guidelines, insurers have highly variable coverage criteria, ranging from typically less stringent private payers to more restrictive Medicare and Medicaid. As Sydlowski and Weaver emphasized, screening guidelines must take insurance coverage into consideration, as more stringent guidelines such as the “60/60 Guideline” developed for Medicare patients may deny individuals a referral who qualify under private insurer criteria. Ultimately, consensus guidelines for CI referral require consideration of audiometric measures and candidacy criteria based on insurance coverage. An effective screening instrument will remove the decision-making burden from primary care providers and general audiologists by providing clear, concise guidelines for referral for CI evaluation.

In addition to consistently identifying potential CI candidates, patient’s progress through the CI care delivery model is dependent on frontline providers and general audiologists to discuss CI options with the patient and place appropriate referrals to CI surgeons and audiologists for further evaluation. This step, specifically encouraging referral and placing a referral request, can be a significant barrier to care for many patients. Even in cases where potential candidates are identified at a high rate, referral rates may be low, connecting a yield loss of nearly 40% at the time of CI discussion with the diagnosing audiologist. Several barriers at this time point have been implicated including misconceptions about surgery and potential benefits, other medical priorities, and satisfaction with current hearing aids. Among general audiologists, there exists considerable variability in referral patterns related to training, familiarity with the process, involvement in CI care on a professional level, and relationships with CI surgeons. In audiology practices without preestablished referral pathways for CI evaluation or in those without local CI support, appropriate referrals may be delayed or altogether obstructed. This barrier may be more significant in rural areas where CI centers and surgeons are relatively scarce. Along with clear referral guidelines, the establishment of defined referral options, especially in geographical regions with limited access to CI care, may reduce barriers to CI care for patients.

Cochlear Implant Evaluation and Candidacy

Variable practice patterns both in the methodology of CI evaluation testing and interpretation of CI candidacy criteria culminate in existing disparities and barriers to care across the United States. Tolisano et al demonstrated the real implications of testing variability in the “best-aided condition” using personal hearing aids compared with hearing aids fitted at the time of evaluation; patients fitted with a hearing aid at the time of evaluation were less likely to qualify for cochlear implantation and more likely to be non-white. Variability in practice among CI professionals extends to the interpretation and implementation of CI
candidacy criteria put forth by insurers who leave criteria and testing requirements somewhat vague. This is particularly true in the case of speech perception testing in noise. Despite the substantial influence on CI candidacy qualification, speech perception testing in noise is not standardized across the United States, and practice variability includes extremes of the range from no testing in noise to +5 dB signal-to-noise ratio utilized to qualify patients for CIs.\(^{37,50}\) It follows that patients with residual hearing who undergo CI evaluation without noise are less likely to qualify for CI compared with those who complete testing in noise.\(^{51}\) To compound the obstacles associated with CI candidacy testing, patient interviews have suggested that the testing battery does not represent real-world hearing difficulties and may have an impact on whether individuals decide to proceed with surgery.\(^{52}\)

Even among CI audiologists and surgeons, there remains considerable controversy as to the interpretation and implementation of CI candidacy criteria. While a consensus statement has been developed for the management of traditional CI candidates, or those with bilateral moderate-to-profound SNHL,\(^{53}\) the management protocols for patients with significant residual hearing, asymmetric hearing loss, and single-side deafness are still debated. A survey of the American Neurotology Society highlighted the inconsistency in practice across CI surgeons with regard to patients who qualify for CI under expanded criteria.\(^{54}\) Not surprisingly, high-volume CI centers were more likely to perform off-label applications of CI, for example, in patients with single-side deafness or in children younger than 12 months. As CI candidacy criteria continue to evolve with technology and surgical techniques, barriers to care for some patient populations, particularly those traditionally associated with health disparities, are at risk of accentuation.

As alluded to previously, insurance coverage and CI candidacy criteria set forth by payers have considerable impact on access to care. Although uncommon, for most patients without insurance or with an insurer that does not cover cochlear implantation, undergoing evaluation and treatment is prohibitively expensive. When considering the ramifications of insurance coverage on access to CI care, the discrepancies between private insurers’ criteria and more stringent Medicare criteria illustrate the unique barriers faced by Medicare beneficiaries. Contrary to most other insurance providers and FDA labeling, current Medicare stipulations require that patients demonstrate bilateral moderate-to-profound SNHL with sentence recognition scores no greater than 40% in the best-aided condition.\(^{55}\) These stringent requirements have meaningful implications, and can preclude CI in patients with considerable hearing impairment experiencing limited benefit from hearing amplification who do not meet the above criteria.\(^{56}\) In cases of asymmetric hearing loss with a better hearing ear that does not meet Medicare stipulations, patients experience a delay in treatment for the qualifying ear as they wait for deterioration of the better hearing ear to ultimately meet bilateral, best-aided Medicare criteria, leading to unnecessary prolonged duration of deafness in the poorer hearing ear.\(^{18,57}\) As most adults aged more than 64 in the United States constitute the Medicare beneficiary population, unique bilateral criteria which restrict access to care and cause treatment delay do so in the population most vulnerable to significant hearing loss.\(^{58–60}\) Despite the incontrovertible benefits of CI in the elderly population, current Medicare criteria persistently discriminate against the geriatric population with hearing impairment.\(^{61–63}\)

**Undergoing Cochlear Implantation and Rehabilitation**

The combination of inconsistent practices, poor general dissemination of information, and evolving technology has led to misconceptions about CIs among the patient population. While mainstream media has more recently featured CIs in films and commercials,\(^{64–66}\) a pervasive lack of general knowledge and accurate information impacts patients making treatment decisions. Despite increased use of both hearing aids and CIs in the last several decades, perceived stigma of hearing device use has a pervasive impact on patient decision-making throughout the hearing loss evaluation and
treatment process. For patients interested in pursuing cochlear implantation, misinformation about costs and insurance coverage poses a barrier to pursuing treatment. In most cases, CIs, which are most often covered by insurance, involve less direct cost to the patient compared with hearing aids, which are traditionally an out-of-pocket cost for patients, although many patients assume the contrary. Unfortunately, CI cost coverage varies widely across payers and policies, and determination of the cost to the patient is frequently delayed until prior written authorization is approved or even postoperatively in many cases of private insurers. Additionally, surgical intervention for hearing treatment, as opposed to noninvasive hearing amplification, can present a desirability barrier for many patients. While in actuality a relatively routine procedure with rare complications, cochlear implantation is perceived as “brain surgery” among some patients, which carries a risky connotation and may delay or deter treatment. Anecdotally, the authors have encountered several patients who cite loss of residual hearing or concerns about sound quality as a deterrent, at least in part, for proceeding with surgery. While sound quality may be different compared with the acoustic side, speech perception outcomes will predominantly improve. Similarly, the authors have encountered patients who have been impacted by misinformation suggesting a negative impact of a CI-hearing ear on binaural hearing, when, in fact, bimodal hearing typically outscores individual ears. Provision with upfront, accurate information early in the hearing loss evaluation and treatment process may be effective in overcoming informational barriers.

While most CI patients perceive significant benefit from their implants, variability in both patient expectations and the manner in which hearing health professionals set expectations and present outcomes data can have a considerable impact on patient decision-making. Objective CI outcomes data can be presented with different emphases which may influence patient decision-making. For example, a patient who is informed that nearly all patients achieve most speech performance growth by 1 year postoperatively may not be as enthusiastic as one who is informed that most patients perceive various hearing benefits by 6 months, or even sooner. While both statements are true, subjective framing can have a considerable impact on the interpretation of the data. Research specifically evaluating the role of the hearing health professional’s attitude in both patient expectations and likelihood to proceed with CI is limited due to the difficulty in measuring subjective processes, although it is widely accepted that patient decision-making is dependent on the manner in which data are presented to them. Consequently, a surgeon or audiologist who presents more pessimistic outcomes data may inadvertently deter patients from proceeding with CI.

For patients who decide to proceed with cochlear implantation, complexities of both the surgical and rehabilitative care delivery process may present overwhelming obstacles. For adult patients, presurgical workup (surgical evaluation, CI audiometric evaluation, anesthesia clearance, and imaging), CI surgery, and postoperative aural rehabilitation and programming require multiple appointments, up to 10, when uncoordinated. Aside from issues with convenience, the burden associated with these appointments can be an insurmountable barrier for patients requiring childcare, time off from work, and transportation assistance. Importantly, prior work has demonstrated considerable differences in utilization and access across patient geographic distribution, socioeconomic status, and age groups. As most insurance plans cover CIs for patients meeting criteria, geographic and informational barriers continue to limit access to care. While remote CI programming and telemedicine visits may offer some relief, these services are not routinely available for patients across the United States and state licensing laws often limit audiologic practice across state lines; consequently geographic distribution of CI centers limits accessibility. The relative scarcity of CI centers in part reflects the financial difficulties faced by practices offering CI care. A survey of CI surgeons and audiologists revealed that Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement rates failed to cover the costs associated with surgery and aural rehabilitation, thus financially disincentivizing practices to provide CI care.
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